
Quarterly Issues Programs List:   WNTN  Radio 

       Cambridge, MA 

       Date; June 17.  2022 

       Time: 12:30pm 

:     Guest: Dr. Bill Broadbent  

 

1, \Health/Nourishment:  Dr. Bill Broadbent says 

     Edible insects are serious 

     Business to him. He says eating 

     Bugs has been gaing acrptance 

     Across the United States and 

     Europe in recent years in part 

     Because of growing health and 

     Environmental concerns. 

     Broadbent says eating bugs has  

     Been gaining acceptance across  

     The United States and Europe in 

     Recent years. Broadbent concludes 

     By saying, insects when cooked or 

     Raw have a taste that that rivals 

     Other standard meat products. Dr.  

     Bill Bill Broadbent is President  of 

     Rntosense and an expert in edible 

     Insects and believes because of  

     These insects the world will never 

     Run out of food. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2’ Health Nourishment:  Why Laundry Detergent May Be 

     As bad as Smoking. 

     Date  April 1.2022 

     Time 12:30pm. 

     Guest: Zorica Denton a product 

     specialist says your laundry 

     detergent  may be as bad  

     For you as smoking is She points  

     Out there are many chemicals in  

     detergents that are just  filled with 

     damaging effects that can be  

     found in gigerets. 

. 

3. Health/Medical:   Everything you wanted to know 

     about Frozen Embryos but were 

     afraid to sak. 

     Guest: Nate Birt 

     Description:Frozen Embryos can 

     Be cheaper and more likely to 

     Take, says Nate Birt  a specialist in 

     This area amd says his daughter 

     Wae a perfect match for thie 

     Procedure. Hirt’s daughter was 

     Adopted as a frozen embryo. 

     Birt concludes by saying a 

     Frozen embryo is the best and 

     Chapest way to go.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Health Mental:   How to Become a Peaceful 

     Parent in 30 seconds. 

     Guest: Brenda Miller 

     Date Time 12:30pm  April 15 

      2022Description: Brenda  

     Miller anExpert in conscious c 

     onflict 

     Resolution says they want  a 

     Peaceful parenting experience 

     While their kids want a  

     Peaceful parents. Miller says 

     Her book, The Kid Code will 

     Help with these situations. Miller 

     Says  parents will learn how to 

     Tame tanreums, meet and defeat 

     Bullies and bless mistakes 

     Instead of stressing over them. 
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  2. Family:    

     Date:June 17, 2022. 

     Time: 1:00pm   

   ````````````````````Guest: S.W. Leicher  

     S.W. Leicher author of Acts of 

     Atonement says she had no 

     Intention of producing something 

     Topical or even to produce what  

     One friend called a much needed 

     Eye opening  and affetinate  

     Imtroduction to three outsider 

     Cultures Jewish, Latina and Gay. 

     That are so often misjudged in 

     this country. Leicher, the author  

       Says in the book  a Coiples 

’  relationship is tested by  

speech, death and an act of 

violence. Ultmately. The main 

persons  S.W Leicher points out 

and concludes by saying Both  are  

both are united and determined 

by listening to friends and being 

devoted to one another. 

 

 

          

      

         

         

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



      

 

   3.Weather: 

      3. Can Elevents Reverse Climate Change? 

      Date Time: April 15, 2022 

      Guest: Georja Umano. 

      Description: Georija Umano an author and 

      Animal/environmental advocate points out 

      Elephants not only adorable, super loving 

      And brilliant super loving and brilliant they  

      Are also important cosystem engineerThey 

      Are also important ecosystem engineers.. 

      Says Umano.  The effects of their  

      Movements help restore and maintain the 

      Balance of nature. Mano points out the  

      Existence of elephants is something to be 

      Concerned about if we are to reverse 

      Climate Change. 

       

      Date Time: April 22, 2022 

      Guest: Brian Gardner 

 

      Global Warming is a False tthreat  Based on 

      Faulty Science. Says Brian Gardner,  

      Founder and President.. He says Global 

      Warming is a false threat because proof 

      Is not supported by factual information. 

      Gardner contebds by saying the truth must 

      Be based on  actual  and workable  

      Information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  4.Government;  How Much Longer Will America Have 

      Democracy. 

      Date Time; April 22, 2022 

      Guest: Tamara Lashchy Lashchyk 

      Description’ 

      Description:Tamara Lashchyk, a  

      Conservative commentator warns that  

      Continued government infringement  

      Under guise of public health and the greater 

      Good will end will result in the in the end  

      Of a free society. Lashchyyk says electronic 

Passwords are a step toward of consolidating 

all citizen information with one technology 

That incidentally is the same one China 

Used ro enforce its one child policy  and 

Administer  a social credit  score. Lashchyk 

A new effort is underway to imolement a 

Programmable digital  currency in countries 

Such as Canada and the UK. That will 

control citizens spend their money. 

Lashchyyk says we are towards an 

Authoritarian world. 
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